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Task 1 (15%): Diverse questions

a) Given a 1st order system (ie. a system with one state)

xk+1 = axk + buk + kek, (1)

yk = xk + ek, (2)

where k = a and a, b are unknown parameters and ek is white noise.

Find a linear regression model of the form

yk = φT
k θ + ek. (3)

Define the parameter vector θ and the vector φk of regressors.

b) Given a relationship between temperature T and vapor pressure p, i.e.

p = ea−
b

T+c , (4)

where a, b and c are constant parameters.

Find a linear regression model of the form

yk = φT
k θ + ek. (5)

Define the parameter vector θ and the vector φk of regressors.

c) Assume given t observations of a variable, say yk ∀ k = 1, . . . , t. The
mean after t observations is given by

ȳt =
1

t

t∑
k=1

yk. (6)

Find a recursive formula for calculating the mean ?

d) Assume known impulse responses

Hk = DAk−1B ∀ k = 1, · · · , 10. (7)

Answer the following:

• Write up the Hankel matrices H1|L and H2|L where you should use
L = 2.

• Show how you can find the system order, n, the extended observ-
ability matrix OL and the extended controllability matrix CJ from
a Singular Value decomposition (SVD) of H1|L.

• How are H1|L and H2|L related to OL and CJ ?
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Task 2 (15%): Ordinary Least Squares
method and recursive system identifica-
tion

a) Given a system

[
x1
k+1

x2
k+1

]
=

[
−a2 1
−a1 0

] [
x1
k

x2
k

]
+

[
b1
b2

]
uk +

[
k1
k2

]
ek (8)

yk =
[
1 0

] [ x1
k

x2
k

]
+ ek (9)

For which values of the parameters k1 and k2 may the above model be
written as an ARX model and hence as a linear regression model of the
form

yk = φT
k θ0 + ek (10)

• In particular, define the regression vector, φk, and the parameter
vector, θ0.

• Also define the parameters k1 and k2 such that the model, Eqs. (8)
and (9), can be written as the linear regression model Eq. (10).

• Based on the regression model in Eq. (10) above, find a predictor,
ȳk(θ), for the measurement yk.

• Define the prediction error, εk.

b) Consider the following prediction error criterion

VN(θ) =
1

N

N∑
k=1

εTkΛεk (11)

where Λ is a specified and symmetric weighting matrix.

Find the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimate, θ̂N , of the true param-
eter vector θ0.

c) Based on the OLS solution in step b) above, show how we can develop a
recursive Ordinary Least Squares (ROLS) method of the following form

θ̂t = θ̂t−1 +Kt(yt − φT
t θ̂t−1). (12)

You shall in particular find equations for computing the gain, Kt, in
Equation (12).
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Task 3 (10%): The Kalman filter

a) Given a system modelled by a discrete time, state space model as follows

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + vk, (13)

yk = Dxk + Euk + wk, (14)

where vk is white process noise and wk is white measurements noise.
Assume that the noise are uncorrelated, i.e. E(vkw

T
k ) = 0.

• Write down a Kalman filter on apriori-aposteriori form for optimal
estimation of the state vector xk.

• Find a formula for the Kalman filter gain matrix, K, in the Kalman
filter on apriori-aposteriori form.

• Show how the apriori-aposteriori formulation of the Kalman filter
can be written as a Kalman filter on innovations form.

• Write down the Kalman-filter on prediction form for the system in
Eqs. (13) and (14) ? Remark: The Kalman filter on prediction
form is often used to calculate a prediction ȳk of the output yk and
used in prediction error methods for system identification.

b) Given a non-linear system

xk+1 = f(xk, uk) + vk, (15)

yk = g(xk) + wk, (16)

where vk and wk are discrete white process noise and discrete white
measurements noise, respectively.

Formulate the Kalman filter on apriori-aposteriori form for the non-linear
system model in Eqs. (15) and (16).

Task 4 (15%): Subspace System Identifi-
cation of Deterministic Systems: Using
shift invariance principle

Consider the discrete time deterministic model, ie.

xk+1 = Axk +Buk, (17)

yk = Dxk + Euk, (18)
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where the following output and input data matrices are known

Y =


yT0
yT1
...
yTN−1

 ∈ RN×m, U =


uT
0

uT
1

...
uT
N−1

 ∈ RN×r. (19)

a) Based on the model in Eqs. (17) and (18) and with known data as given
in (19) we can develop the following matrix equation

Y0|L+1 = OL+1X0 +Hd
L+1U0|L+g, (20)

where L ≥ 1 is a user specified positive integer parameter.

Write down the structure of the matrices in the matrix Eq. (20), with
parameters N = 12, L = 2 and g = 0.

b) By using the known input-output data (19) and Eq. (20) we may for-
mulate the projected equation

Z0|L+1 = OL+1X
a
0 (21)

Find expressions for the data matrix Z0|L+1.

Remark: define the projections which is involved in the expressions for
Z0|L+1.

c) Show how

• the system order, n

• the extended observability matrix OL+1

• the system matrices A and D

can be estimated.

Task 5 (15%): Subspace System Identi-
fication: Combined Systems

Consider the discrete time model on innovations form, ie.

xk+1 = Axk +Buk + Cek, (22)

yk = Dxk + Euk + Fek (23)
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where ek is white noise with unit covariance matrix, i.e., E(eke
T
k ) = I and

where the following output and input data matrices are known

Y =


yT0
yT1
...
yN−1

 ∈ RN×m, U =


uT
0

uT
1

...
uN−1

 ∈ RN×r. (24)

a) Based on the model in Eqs. (22) and (23) and with known data as given
in (24) we can develop the following matrix equations

YJ |L = OLXJ +Hd
LUJ |L+g−1 +Hs

LEJ |L, (25)

YJ+1|L = ÃLYJ |L + B̃LUJ |L+g + C̃LEJ |L+1, (26)

where J ≥ 1 and L ≥ 1 are user specified positive integer numbers.

Write down the structure of the matrices in the matrix Eqs. (25) and
(26), with parameters N = 12, L = 2, J = 2 and g = 0.

b) By using (24) and Eqs. (25) and (26) we may formulate the equations

ZJ |L = OLX
a
J (27)

and

ZJ+1|L = ÃLZJ |L (28)

Find expressions for the data matrices ZJ |L and ZJ+1|L for the following
case:

• a general combined deterministic and stochastic system.

Remark: define the projections ZJ+1|L and ZJ |L.

c) Consider that the known input and output data as given in (24) are
collected in closed loop, i.e., we assume that there is feedback in the
known data.

From Eq. (23) with E = 0, or Eq. (25) with L = 1 and g = 0, we may
define the matrix Equation

YJ |1 = DXJ |1 + FEJ |1 (29)

• Define the data matrices YJ |1, XJ |1 and EJ |1.
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• When J → ∞ we can prove that the following identity holds

XJ |1 = XJ |1/

[
U0|J
Y0|J

]
(30)

Use (30) and (29) to find a projection

Zs
J |1 = FEJ |1 (31)

such that the innovations sequence

Zs
J |1 =

[
FeJ FeJ+1 . . . FeN−1

]
=

[
εJ εJ+1 . . . εN−1

]
(32)

could be identified.

• Explain how this projection can be used in order to develop a sub-
space identification algorithm for closed loop systems.
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